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Abstract

As a response to finding innovative ways of using games as tools for learning we explore the
design process of creating a game system meant to promote self-directed learning. This thesis
explores what design pillars a game system needs to follow when making a game that is
meant to promote self-directed learning through reflection on cause and effect relations. We
use a theoretical framework based on procedural rhetoric and self-directed learning in video
games to inform our design process when creating an eco-adapted game system that provides
experimentation opportunities. We adapt an ecosystem as a simulated real life context for our
game environment and identify the major design pillars that video games looking to promote
self-directed learning needs to consist of. The major pillars we found most important were; 1,
activate participation, to engage the player by allowing them to experiment with different
perspectives and the game state. 2, avoid correlating rhetorical arguments, to not influence
players as they set their own goals when playing in an informal setting. 3, provide
observational clarity, to let players learn how the actions they perform affect the actors and
events in the game system. 4, enable trial and error, to give players time to explore multiple
approaches in a safe environment where they can fail and try again without penalties. This
thesis focuses primarily on the design process and documentation around the creation of a
game system that adapts self-directed learning principles as a central design directive. In our
design documentation we provide an open discussion of our design process around the
decisions, findings, and implementations that make our simulation.

Key words: Computer games, game design, procedural rhetoric, self-directed learning,
prototyping, simulation.
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Abstrakt

Som ett svar på att hitta innovativa sätt att använda spel som verktyg för lärande undersöker
vi designprocessen för skapandet av ett spelsystem som är avsett att främja självstyrd
inlärning. Denna uppsats undersöker vilka designpelare ett spelsystem behöver följa när man
skapar ett spel som är avsett att främja självstyrd inlärning genom reflektion över orsaks- och
påverkansrelationer. Vi använder ett teoretisk ramverk baserat på procedurell retorik och
självstyrd inlärning i datorspel för att informera vår designprocess när vi skapar ett
eko-adapterat spelsystem som ger experimenteringsmöjligheter. Vi anpassar ett ekosystem
som en simulerad verklig omgivning till vår spelmiljö och identifierar viktiga designpelare
som datorspel som vill främja självstyrd inlärning behöver bestå av. De huvudsakliga pelarna
som vi fann viktigast är; 1, aktivera deltagande, för att engagera spelarna genom att låta dem
experimentera med olika perspektiv och spelets tillstånd. 2, undvik korrelerande retoriska
argument, för att inte påverka spelarna när de sätter sina egna mål medan de spelar i en
informell miljö. 3, ge observationsklarhet, så att spelarna lär sig hur handlingarna de utför
påverkar aktörerna och händelserna i spelsystemet. 4, möjliggör försök och misstag, för att ge
spelarna tid att utforska flera tillvägagångssätt i en säker miljö där de kan misslyckas och
försöka igen utan straff. Denna uppsats fokuserar främst på designprocessen och
dokumentationen kring skapandet av ett spelsystem som tillämpar självstyrda
inlärningsprinciper som ett centralt designdirektiv. I vår designdokumentation ger vi en öppen
diskussion om vår designprocess kring de beslut, resultat och implementeringar som utgör vår
simulering.

Nyckelord: Datorspel, speldesign, procedurell retorik, självstyrd inlärning, prototyping,
simulering.
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1 Introduction
Video game scholars have realized an issue in previous games research: setting specific
learning goals for players and mediating them through constructed gameplay instructions.
These constraints interfere with natural learning experiences, because the techniques focus on
examining the development from the outside (Gampell et al., 2019). Due to many studies
applying predefined learning goals, video game research exhibits a need for exploring new
and innovative ways of using games as tools for learning (Gampell et al., 2019). In response
to these needs, we explore how a game system can develop learning from the inside through
self-directed learning by reflecting on cause and effect relations. Previous research by Zap &
Code (2009), Soylu & Bruning (2016) and Toh & Kirschner (2020) show how studies that
examine self-directed learning in video games tend to utilize existing games as the base for
their analysis. Therefore, we aim to explore how a game system that functions as a catalyst for
self-directed learning can be designed. By designing a game system that promotes
self-directed learning we hope to identify what design pillars are essential for games meant to
provide opportunities for learning from within. Documenting our design process will allow us
to inform future researchers and designers of which areas are precarious when designing a
game system for self-directed learning purposes specifically.

In its broadest meaning, self-directed learning describes a process in which individuals take
the initiative, with or without the help of others, in diagnosing their learning needs,
formulating learning goals, identifying human and material resources for learning, choosing
and implementing appropriate learning strategies, and evaluating learning outcomes.
- Knowles, 1975, p. 18.

Toh & Kirschner (2020) write that video games are “well-suited for developing self-directed
learning in players” since it allows them “to learn at their own pace and receive immediate
in-game feedback to develop their different skills and competences” (p. 1-2). The reasoning
behind their claim is powered by games' affordance of safe spaces where players can
experiment with systems and fail with tasks without being affected by real life consequences.
Due to many video games being criticized for the hegemony of play and the cultural
inaccessibility of minorities (Fron et al., 2007) it can be argued that avoiding real life
consequences is not possible. However, Toh & Kirschner (2020) show in their study how
practical games can be for self-directed learning purposes. We imagine that a game system
designed for the specific purpose of promoting self-directed learning to be an even more
practical and well suited tool for self-directed learning, instead of having learning
opportunities be a fortunate byproduct of general gameplay.

In their qualitative study, Toh & Kirschner (2020) examined players' experiences as they
played through selected popular action/adventure games and derived a framework of factors
that promote self-directed learning in video games from their results. Toh & Kirschner (2020)
invite game designers to incorporate the framework into their design to increase the level of
pedagogical utility and suggest that games containing more strategic elements would be of
interest to explore. A complementary understanding of the student-centered pedagogy is
conferred by Rubio-Campillo (2020) who explains that video games unlock educational
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potential for players by affording them the opportunity to take active roles inside a game
world, thus letting the player manipulate the game state.

By combining points from Toh & Kirschner’s (2020) framework with aspects of
Rubio-Campillo’s (2020) realization of interaction-centered mechanics that highlight the
benefits of the player being able to manipulate the game state, we will put the framework into
practice and create a design documentation around the aspects of the game system that
promotes self-directed learning. Our game system will try to create a safe environment where
players may learn from their experiences by reflecting on the results of their interactions with
the game world. Conceptualizing safety is tricky since we can never fully guarantee that
safety is achieved, since safety is something experienced by players rather than being imposed
by design. We will interpret notions of safety in this thesis as functionalities inside our game
system, and as an ambition rather than a feature. The players will consequently be able to
experiment with and manipulate the game state without it causing permanent gameplay
penalties, making the player’s reflect on the actions they perform as they cause major effects
on the outcome of the game world.

We will start by developing a theoretical framework to inform our design as we create a
prototype of a game system that will convey the understanding of the relations between
causes and effects, based on the player’s interactions. We will then use the framework to
identify the design pillars we need to follow as we create our game system. Afterwards, we
will discuss our design documentation of the prototype that focuses on providing a
walkthrough of the thoughts behind our decisions. Lastly, we will discuss how our design
promotes self-directed learning.

The design of our game system will be structured around the following questions:

● What design pillars does a game system that applies the principles of self-directed
learning need to follow?

○ How can these pillars be applied to the game system’s design?
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2 Theoretical Framework
In this section we are going to discuss the theoretical framework surrounding the topics that
we will use to inform our design decisions. By creating a foundation that will serve as the
building blocks in our game system, we can identify the essential pillars needed when
designing to achieve self-directed learning opportunities. First, by looking at procedural
rhetoric we aim to discover potential learning goals from playing games, and then we go into
previous studies that examine self-directed learning in video games.

2.1 The Power of Video Games
Video games are not just entertainment artifacts meant to distract or amuse players (Bogost,
2008). They let people engage in experiences through procedurality by interacting with the
game and being an active participant in the game events (Custer, 2017; Rubio-Campillo,
2020). This means that video games can express ideas, make arguments, and influence
thoughts through direct contact with the experiences that compose these game events (Bogost,
2008). Games are sets of rules, so players experience constructs of rule-based models of
worldviews that are reinforced through gameplay mechanics and systems as they play
(Cluster, 2017). This suggests that players are active participants of the events they experience
in games, as for example might not be the case when experiencing books or movies. Bogost
(2008) explains that games provide spaces of possibility where players can interact. By
playing games, players get to discover game worlds and experiment with them and gain
understanding of the possibility these spaces create (Bogost, 2008). This makes video game
players take part in a unique combination of both storytelling and interaction
(Rubio-Campillo, 2020). As players we can then “explore those possibility spaces and accept,
challenge, or reject them in our daily lives” (Bogost, 2008, p. 137), which makes playing
games an increasingly important tool for twenty-first century learning (Toh & Kirschner,
2020).

Ian Bogost (2008) explains that regardless of how a player interacts with a video game, they
always play, but not always the sort of play that comes to mind in the form of an experience
such as leisure entertainment. Playing video games lets players explore a space according to
set rules, and according to Bogost (2008) video games are models of both imagined and real
systems. By playing in these models players constantly evaluate and start to understand the
meaning of the game as they spend more time with it. As players play video games, they
interpret arguments made in the game of how cultural or social systems work, should work or
do not work, and use these arguments by placing them in relation to their own lives (Bogost,
2008). By interpreting these arguments players can gain literacy that allows them to make or
critique the systems they live in. While this is an optimistic view it can be true to an extent.
The knowledge acquired from playing games can be beneficial, destructive, or none of them.
The rules a designer has selected for players to play does not automatically turn the players
into critical thinkers, some players might even be adamant to reflecting critically on their
lives. However, playing video games can teach, support, impede or challenge players'
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understanding of the processes that make up any social or cultural practice, an understanding
that also applies to politics or any other large-scale systems (Bogost, 2008).

The theories about procedural rhetoric provided by Bogost (2008) are not intended as a
learning technique to be utilized by experts in the field, but rather to describe how the general
player population understands video games (Andersson et al., 2019). When players play, they
can learn to construct their own claims about the world through the processes, events, and
rules of the game (Bogost, 2008). The understanding of games players have heavily depends
on their cultural and social backgrounds, which means that players might not interpret the
game the way the game designer intended them to. Criticism of procedural rhetoric highlights
that even though players can understand the goal of a procedural rhetoric argument, the
designer's intended effect might not be the same as the thoughts and feelings that the player
experiences (Andersson et al., 2019). Players express themselves by forming personal ethical
systems and rule sets with the tools that the game provides for them (Ferrari, 2010).

2.2 Self-Directed Learning in Video Games
Even though formal theories of self-directed learning started to emerge during the second half
of the 20th century, recorded practice of what it entails has existed since classical antiquity.
Self-study played an important part in the lives of ancient Greek philosophers Socrates, Plates
and Aristotle. In many instances throughout history the lack of formal educational institutions
has facilitated the need for many people to pursue knowledge on their own (Hiemstra, 1994).
However, claims that self-directed learning is at the core of any unmediated education can
only be explained by the encompassing nature which the contemporary term inherits. It is a
generous term that encompasses any and all knowledge one seeks out for oneself. The original
name of ‘self-directed learning’ was introduced by American educator Malcolm Knowles
(1975), to understand increased tendencies of self-directedness in adult learners.

Nowadays the term ‘self-directed learning’ functions as a commonly used term that
encapsulates many different ideas such as self-regulated learning, independent learning,
autonomous learning, self-initiated learning, self-motivated learning, auto-didacticism,
self-study, self-directed change and more (Brookfield, 2009; Rhee, 2003). “In August 2004,
the ‘Google’ search engine revealed nearly half-a-million entries for self-directed learning
illustrating the term’s widespread adoption” (Brookfield, 2009, p. 2616). At the time of
writing this thesis, the same Google search reveals a number that totals approximately 393
million results. However, despite the amount of adaptations of the term, ‘self-directed
learning’ researchers agree that it has challenged the presumption that learning needs to
happen in the presence of a teacher or mediator (Brookfield, 2009; Hiemstra, 1994). In the
twenty-first century where people need to handle an enormity of available information the
competences afforded by self-directed learning are important to develop metacognitive
learning strategies and competences such as creativity, communication and collaboration
(Hiemstra, 1994; Tekkol & Demirel, 2018; Toh & Kirschner, 2020).
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2.2.1 Game Environments
The research of self-directed learning in video games started with Zap & Code (2009)
reviewing self-regulated learning in video game environments. Their discussion about the
characteristics of video game environments where self-regulated learning is supported models
several features. The characteristics that make video game environments ideal for
self-regulating purposes are: interaction, repetition, adaptation, cumulation, scaffolding,
affective situation, intrinsic orientation, both player-centered and game-based goals (Zap &
Code, 2009). Due to these characteristics being recognized for an enriched learning
environment it affords the player the ability to regulate their motivation, engagement, goal,
and emotion as they play, which promotes reflective and conscious learning. The informal
nature of self-directed learning provided by video games through their interactive qualities
allows for deeper levels of personal learning than formal settings can provide from the same
game experiences (Boom et al., 2020). Being able to play on your own might allow you to
become more involved with the experience and gives you better access to your own
reflections, which might result in a deeper understanding of the game system. Following a
presented path of information that aims to achieve a particular result is the more formal form
of learning that can be distracting for the player and can put the mediator in a pitfall of
presentism.

Zap & Code (2009) also explain that the inherent interactivity of video game design forces the
players to react and adapt to circumstances as they interact with the game environment, which
engages the player in intricate and rapid processes of self-regulation. The regulatory aspects
of self-regulation presented by Zap & Code (2009) include metacognition, self-awareness,
self-determination, self-efficacy, emotional self-regulation, interest, intent, aptitude, goal and
task orientation, and motivation. These aspects can also be achieved by other means and
media, but are presented as effectively achieved through games. Zap & Code´s (2009) study
demonstrates several points of interest for game designers looking to incorporate
self-regulated learning into their design. One point regards simulating a real-life context, to
construct a safe space where consequences do not affect the real world. As mentioned
previously, the definition of a safe space in this thesis is strictly limited to the prototype's
functionality since it is impossible to avoid all real life consequences. Another point regards
letting players engage in authentic activities where the skills they learn are transferable,
meaning that a skill can be practiced in a game environment and then be used in other
contexts. A third point regards allowing the player to observe or model game events, as when
watching characters perform actions in a simulated game space. Finally, enabling the player to
occupy multiple roles lets them cultivate empathy and explore different ideals.

2.2.2 Player Experience
Following the lead of Zap & Code were Soylu & Bruning (2016) who conducted a sequential
explanatory study to examine the levels of self-regulation in players with different gaming
experience, thus enabling the players to use self-directed learning through games to realize
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their self-regulation needs. The levels examined ranged from expert to moderately expert and
finally non-expert video game players of college-age. The result of Soylu & Bruning’s (2016)
analysis shows that expert game players demonstrated significant advancements in
self-regulation compared to the other players. Since games are a growing medium - which
through technological advancements appeals to an increasing number of people of all ages
(Toh & Lim, 2020), they allow for more people to discover self-directed learning
opportunities as they become more susceptible to learning from these processes by increasing
their general gaming experiences.

The self-regulation processes in Soylu & Bruning’s (2016) study included defining tasks,
setting goals and plans, enacting tactics, and adapting metacognition. Expert players indicated
a wider repertoire of tactics and a wider variety of adaptations in their play than the other
players, as well as being more receptive to alternative ideas that would improve their play.
Other areas where the expert players of Soylu & Bruning’s (2016) study reported
advancements included their ability to purposefully deploy strategies for their play by setting
specific goals for themselves and monitoring their progress by contextualizing different
factors of gameplay such as the physical environment and other game actors.

2.2.3 Factors that Promote Self-Directed Learning
Toh & Kirschner (2020) provide a more recent review regarding the relationship between
self-directed learning and video games. In their qualitative study Toh & Kirschner (2020)
examined players' gameplay experiences as they played through selected popular
action/adventure games and derived a framework of factors that promote self-directed
learning in video games from their results. Toh & Kirschner’s (2020) model based
self-directed learning on three levels of conceptualized priority. Highest in the priority list was
‘reflect and improvise’, as a metacognitive learning strategy where the game enables
alternative ways for the player to progress. The middle priority was ‘observation and
modelling’, followed by ‘trial and error’ as the conceptualized lowest priority. To motivate
and reinforce the players’ learning, the player initiative was important. To understand the
correlation of game elements the players’ critical reflectivity was important. Finally, to
examine alternative solutions and establish new learning patterns the players’ creativity was
important (Toh & Kirschner, 2020).

At the end of their paper, Toh & Kirschner (2020) suggest a theoretical framework with some
factors for game designers to consider when creating video games that promote self-directed
learning. The framework is compiled from studying player experience in selected video
games including The Last of Us, Mass Effect, Bioshock, and The Walking Dead: Season 1
Eps. 1-5. The factors relevant to this thesis include Learning Analytics and Data
Visualisations, Gradual Release of New Information Over Time, and A Safe Space to Try
Multiple Approaches and Learn from Failures.
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Learning Analytics and Data Visualisations are used to allow the player to revisit and reflect
on their actions and choices by providing a visualized pattern of their important gameplay
choices, that can also be used to compare differences and similarities with other players'
choices. By allowing players to track their learning progress through visualised patterns and
rapid feedback they are provided with computational support that agrees with twenty-first
century education (Toh & Kirschner, 2020; Aldowah et al., 2019).

Gradual Release of New Information Over Time regards self-directed learning through the
acquisition of specific skills or concepts in video games. Limited tutorials are mentioned as
examples where the players are introduced to new mechanics as the need to utilize them
arises, thus not overloading the player with all abilities and systems simultaneously (Toh &
Kirschner, 2020).

A Safe Space to Try Multiple Approaches and Learn from Failures facilitates a possibility for
players to try again if they are unsuccessful in overcoming obstacles in the game. Giving
players time to explore multiple approaches without permanent penalties encourages players
to try both risky and safe alternatives to solve a problem or understand a concept, thus
cultivating a practical determination competence that is useful in the real world (Toh &
Kirschner, 2020).

2.3 Summary of the Theoretical Argument

We understand the learner in self-directed learning settings as an individual who is acting
purposefully, not necessarily consciously, to achieve an internally motivated goal, purpose or
value (Rhee, 2003). To that end, the learners are responsible for which direction they pursue
and for accepting any consequences related to their thoughts and actions as a learner
(Heimstra, 1994). “The goal of using games in any learning scenario [...] is to engage the
learner and provide them motivation to continue exploring the content in a meaningful way”
(Lewis et al., 2013, p. 7). Players therefore need to be active participants that are allowed to
perform actions and experiment in our game system.

In the intersection of procedural rhetorics and self-directed learning we explore how our
design can influence the thoughts of the players through direct contact with the experiences
that compose our game events (Bogost, 2008). We stay aware of socio-cultural limitations by
deliberately not promoting a dominant rhetoric and instead opening up for self-directed
learning (Ferrari, 2010). The critical perspective on procedural rhetoric problematizes game
designers setting intended learning outcomes for players of video games (Andersson et al.,
2019), but since we do not intend to supply learning goals for the players of our game system
we are not implementing rhetoric arguments for the players to misinterpret. Instead, we aim to
encourage the players to set their own goals for themselves as they play. Procedural rhetoric
does however inform us that the potential self-directed learning opportunities in our game
system are primarily metacognitive, since they surround reflection to understand cause and
effect relations. Being engaged in the practice of developing your metacognitive skills can be
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useful in many situations, making the skill transferable as well. Reflection and improvisation
affords the players the ability to express themselves by forming their own understanding of
systems and rules without being forced to follow a presented route. By not imposing any
formalized learning goals for players who interact with our game system we will avoid the
pitfalls of presentism and mediated play (Boom et al., 2020). Instead, we prefer to promote
self-directed learning in an informal and unmediated learning environment where the players
of our game system can find their own goals as they play.

Players need to be able to purposefully deploy strategies for their play through their own
specific goals, and to monitor their progress by contextualizing the environment and other
game actors (Soylu & Bruning, 2016). We understand that an enriched learning environment
affords the player the ability to regulate their motivation, engagement, goal, and emotion as
they play, which promotes reflective and conscious learning (Zap & Code, 2009). Letting the
player also try different perspectives in our game system will increase their exploration of
different ideals. As players play our game system, they can interpret how cultural or social
systems work, should work or do not work, and learn from these insights by relating them to
their own lives (Bogost, 2008). The players will thus experience rule-based models of
worldviews that are reinforced through gameplay mechanics and systems (Cluster, 2017). By
playing this way, players can learn to construct their own claims about the world through the
processes, events, and rules of our game system (Bogost, 2008).

We understand that in order for the player to manipulate the game state we need to allow for
player experimentation, but also be clear about the rules of the game system by being
intentional about which variables will be changeable. We need to give players time to explore
multiple approaches in a safe environment without suffering permanent penalties, and for
them to be able to make mistakes in that space to learn from their trials (Toh & Kirschner,
2020). Finally, we need to simulate a real-life context where players can engage in activities
that allow them to observe how the actors in the game system behave and how game events
unfold (Zap & Code, 2009).

2.3.1 Design Pillars

The theoretical framework allows us to identify the major design pillars that we need to
follow when designing our game system.

The design pillars that promote self-directed learning are:

● Activate Participation, to engage the player by allowing them to experiment with
different perspectives and the game state.
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● Avoid Correlating Rhetorical Arguments, to not influence players as they set their own
goals when playing in an informal setting.

● Provide Observational Clarity, to let players learn how the actions they perform affect
the actors and events in the game system.

● Enable Trial and Error, to give players time to explore multiple approaches in a safe
environment where they can fail and try again without penalties.

2.4 Eco-adapted System
There are probably many different environments to adapt when simulating a real life context
in a game system, but the environment we will use in our game system will be inspired by
biology. We find ecosystems in particular to be an interesting arena for experimentation due to
their fragility. Our reasons behind adapting an ecosystem are several. We partly choose to
simulate an ecosystem based on our own technical limitations as developers when it comes to
programming, since biology themed simulations are something we have some previous
experience with. The main reason is however that we believe cause and effect relations to be
effectively apparent in biology themed simulations. We will utilize the butterfly effect, to
show the impact of systems and to allow players to explore the impact of rules. The theory of
the butterfly effect arose when mathematician and meteorologist Edward Lorenz questioned if
a butterfly could set off a tornado in Texas by flapping its wings in Brazil (Vernon, 2017).
What Lorenz wanted to indicate with this question was that small changes to the initial
conditions of a system could result in a chain of events that might set the outcome of the
system to something dramatically different. Since these complex systems are sensitive, even
the slightest changes can cause unpredictable outcomes (Vernon, 2017).

Since video games are models of both imagined and real systems (Bogost, 2008) a biology
themed setting can allow the player to experience remarkably apparent relations between
causes and effects. The player can then apply this to their own understanding of the world.
The player will thus need to be able to trigger a cause through their interaction and observe
the effect that unfolds (Toh & Kirschner, 2020; Zap & Code, 2009). By allowing the player to
alter the behaviors of the actors in the simulation it can cause drastic shifts in the fragile
balance of the system which determines how the simulation plays out. A possible learning
outcome from altering an ecosystem could be that if one were to give all the beneficial
modifications to one species it would become dominant. The domination of one species
would then ultimately lead to their own downfall, regulated by the system itself as shortage of
essential components becomes the throttle and demise for the dominant species.

When trying to create a world there will be ideals embedded in the system through the
decisions that concern the way that world is portrayed. We realize that avoiding implementing
values through systems inspired by biology is difficult, since all systems are inherently
political (Flanagan, 2009) and assumptions of how a world should work happens
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automatically. We might not be able to avoid embedding certain principles in our simulation,
since every simulation is socially constructed. Any and all ideals that we do embed in our
game system are not to be interpreted as given. There are no true examples of what
prerequisites validate the term ecosystem, so ecosystems are limited as a construct, but even
in them you can learn about how a system is built to achieve different outcomes. In this paper
we will embrace the term eco-adapted system to describe our simulated game state, as an
effort to stay clear of the inherent rationality of ecosystems. However, renaming our system
does not remove the social components that construct our game system, so the system we
create will be constrained by our own selective input. We will do our best to let the player set
the simulation at a stage they find appropriate, which entails them inputting their own politics
into the simulation. This makes the player the one who designs the discourse and expresses
their own ideologies of how the simulated world should work.

When we think of ecosystems we think of hunter-prey models, where one species eats plants,
and another species preys on the plant-eaters. We will adopt a similar structure in our
simulated game system even though it might risk promoting certain eating habits or
suggesting that certain actors should prey on others as a default state. In our game system
these two species will be referred to as herbivores and carnivores. However, to diminish the
likelihood of players correlating the different actors in our simulation with real life animals
we will not make our actors resemble animals, we will instead use basic geometric shapes to
facilitate their appearances. We will be as general as possible to leave what the players
correlate our different actors with up to them. As an example, if someone were to correlate
our herbivore and carnivore actors with sheep and wolves, they might think that sheep are
cute and wolves are scary, which would influence their understanding of the simulation and
perhaps impact the choices they make. Circumventing that players never correlate our actors
with species from other naturalistic settings is an impossible task, given that no phenomenon
in social life is without meaning or politics. Each individual player has past experiences and
personal references that could make even the most unique character familiar to them, but we
will actively try to be apparent with the correlations we make from our side as we design our
system.

Designing to encourage interactions and experimentation without making our eco-adapted
system simulator too simple and stable or too easy to break will be a precarious task, but we
will explore ways of finding a balance in the system since we do not want the simulation to
take drastic turns without the player's interaction. Therefore, we need to have some sort of
equilibrium as the default state of the simulation, even though it risks entailing the assumption
that all ecosystems have, or should have, equilibriums as their desired setting.

By creating a simulation that initially has some form of equilibrium we aim to offer a safe
space for the player to observe and learn the behavior of the actors in our simulation. The goal
of this project is to engage the player in self-directed learning, meaning we will place more
emphasis on the impact of the choices the player makes rather than focusing on what values
the state of the simulation exhibits.
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3 Methodology
In this chapter we explain how we interpret the theoretical framework as technical gameplay
mechanics to be implemented in our game system.

We utilize the design pillars (see chapter 2.3.1) as a base when creating our game system. On
top of this we simulate a real-life context that will let our players reflect on the results of their
interactions in the game world without it causing permanent penalties (Zap & Code, 2009).
Our eco-adapted system has the ambition of providing a safe space, with the understanding
that every player will experience safety subjectively, where players can try multiple
approaches and learn from their trials (Toh & Kirschner, 2020). A ‘safe space’ requires the
player to be able to retry their effort to some extent if they are unsatisfied with the outcome.
The way we will approach this mechanic is to implement a reset function that allows the
player to run the simulation again from the beginning at any time.

To accommodate for our time constraints, our simulation will primarily focus on the creation
of uncomplicated cause and effect relations, supposed butterfly effects (Vernon, 2017), that
are set off by the player through their interactions. Observation paired with a reset function
promotes a method of trial and error (Toh & Kirschner, 2020), meaning that our simulation
should allow the player to have the potential to make changes that will upset the balance of
the eco-adapted system enough to ultimately disrupt the currently running instance of the
simulation.

Observing the unaltered state of the game system and the effects the players themselves have
caused is an important aspect for promoting self-directed learning in video games (Zap &
Code, 2009), but in order to promote observation the changed data needs to become
visualized feedback for the player (Toh & Kirschner, 2020). Our simulation will allow the
player to observe their changes by displaying changed data in simple numbers on the player’s
screen, as well as having the actors in the simulation play out their newly developed behavior.
By visually representing a player’s changes the simulation aims to promote player reflection
on the effects of their interactions and improvise potential corrections based on the visual
feedback the simulation provides (Toh & Kirschner, 2020). For example, if the player would
change a variable that increases the rate at which the actors of a class age, the visuals
presented to the player would indicate that those actors now age faster by incrementing the
speed of which the actors increase in size.

In order for the player to more easily observe the changes they make and to allow them to
occupy multiple roles, they need to be able to cultivate empathy and explore different ideals
as they play our game system (Zap & Code, 2009). For example, empathy can be cultivated
when trying to benefit one species more than the other. The simulation will accordingly direct
the altering of behaviors to affect all actors of the same class simultaneously. Our simulation
will thus not allow the player to alter variables of a single actor since it would entail that the
provided information for each actor would eventually be very difficult to differentiate. We
instead focus on allowing the player to alter variables for all actors of a class simultaneously,
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to simulate evolutionary changes for that class of actors as a species. This aims to solidify the
understanding of our simulated environment as an eco-adapted system and aid in the
cultivation of empathy and different ideals for the player since they need to make choices that
affect an entire species.

We do not want the entire simulation to break with just a single press of a button, so our
project aims to allow the player to gradually alter variables that represent basic animal needs
such as hunger and thirst (Tomasko, n.d.). To compensate for potentially unbalanced
alterations to the simulation such as significantly increasing the general lifespan of a species,
the player would need a way to level out their new adjustment by having the possibility to
alter the rate at which said species age in the simulation. If we did not implement this
countermeasure, it could effectively mean that when a player starts changing the lifespan of a
species it would not generate significant readable change in the simulation. The relationships
between the adjustable variables are currently speculations but will be discussed in greater
detail as we produce the simulation (see chapter 4.2). When a functioning simulation has been
set up, we will revisit which variables need to be changeable in order to visualize cause and
effect through the player’s interactions.

The components we will create to run our simulated eco-adapted system are limited to a food
source for the herbivores, the herbivores themselves, the carnivores, and a water source. By
constructing these components and tweaking their behaviors we can create an equilibrium as
the base of the simulation where both the herbivore and carnivore species can survive. The
player can then disrupt this equilibrium by altering the behaviors of the actors.

To reach the likeness of an equilibrium we model our simulation on the Lotka-Volterra
equation, which is a mathematical equation regarding equilibrium between two species where
one species is prey and the other is predator (Weisstein, 2021). However, reaching true
equilibrium that lasts for eternity is not the focus of this project so mathematically proving the
formula by testing the state of equilibrium in the simulation is not necessary. Instead, the
concept of the Lotka-Volterra equation is taken into consideration as a generalization of
predator-prey models. We will run tests of our system until we can determine that the
simulation runs steady on its own. These tests entails running the simulation without player
interference over a long period of time without the constructed equilibrium being thrown off
balance on its own, leaving one species behind as the other is driven to extinction (Weisstein,
2021).

3.1 Limiting Concerns
Conducting playtesting and following up on whether or not players engaged in self-directed
learning from playing our game system is outside the scope of this thesis, so we can not make
any statements about perceived safety or the actual experience of self-directed learning
opportunities in our game system. Previous research has already evidenced that video games
are effective tools for promoting self-directed learning. Therefore, this thesis focuses
primarily on the design process and documentation around the creation of a game system that
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adapts self-directed learning principles as a central design directive. We will not go into
technical details regarding optimized coding but rather focus on the design process that will
be documented around our decisions, discussions, findings, and implementations of the game
elements that make the simulation.

We will create our simulated game system in Unreal Engine 4, since that is the game engine
we (the authors) are most proficient with. Any digital game engine could be used to achieve
the same result since game engines are just tools to be used for game creation. However,
creating an analogue equivalent would be problematic for us if we want to reach our desired
goals with this thesis, since it would break the safe space video games provide in terms of
allowing the player to immerse themselves in the experience of playing the simulation without
needing to worry about manually adjusting automatic game functions.

Finally, we might be biased towards ecosystems as designers since we have previous technical
experience with creating similar settings, which has probably influenced our case study
selection. Other researchers and designers might identify more applicable settings for
self-directed learning purposes.
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4 Design Documentation
In this section we describe our design process around our decisions, discussions, findings and
implementations of the game elements that make up our simulation. Subsequently we
narrowed down the elements of our simulation to the environment, the actors and the player
interactions.

4.1 Environment
To create a space for this simulation we made a flat squared surface. On this surface we added
a navigable volume to define an area where the actors in the simulation could traverse. Very
rarely in natural settings does the surface consist of a flat square. However, incorporating
topography or dynamism to the landscape would not contribute to the observational qualities
of the simulation. What was needed to achieve those results was an open space with clear
borders and because of this we chose to simplify the environment. The environment we
simulate consists of ground, water, trees and plants.

4.1.1 Ground
The ground consists of a limited area that confines the simulation’s boundaries. Nothing will
be generated outside of these boundaries since that might confuse the player. We decided to
limit the playable area to a small field in this way to encourage the observational qualities for
the players, as well as to provide a space where the actors in the simulation needed to coexist
in a shared space. Incorporating a small playable area allows the player to have full view of
the game space at all times (see Figure 1). Our initial reflection was that the game space felt a
bit barren, but we concluded that with the addition of actors in the simulation the space would
feel more dynamic.

Figure 1. The environment.
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4.1.2 Water
A central part of the environment in the simulation is the common water source for the actors.
Having water be the only shared resource played a critical part in the coexistence of the
herbivores and carnivores. Tomasko (n.d) defines water as a basic condition for the survival
of both herbivores and carnivores. Therefore, we decided that water was going to be one of
the key factors for survival in our simulation. We tried making our common water source
spawn at random locations on the ground, but that resulted in uneven advantages for either the
herbivore or carnivore. In the end, we decided to place it in the center of the ground to even
the odds as a strategic location that would not benefit one species more than the other.

Water sources are finite, as exemplified with water access in southern Africa where global
warming and human impact rapidly increases the risk of harsh droughts that cause water holes
to dry up and disappear (African Wildlife Foundation, n.d). Initially we had an idea of making
the contained amount of water in our source to be finite. However, once we implemented the
herbivores and later the carnivores we immediately saw improvements that could be made to
the water source. The finite amount of water held within the source proved to aggravate the
balance and created difficulties with maintaining some form of equilibrium for the survival of
the herbivores and carnivores. As a result we choose to make the water source infinite to
create a more stable simulation, making the actors' limitations to water a non-issue since it
was not practical for us that the simulation disrupted itself. This was decided due to our
motivation of wanting the player’s impact to be the deciding factor to affect how the
simulation plays out. We are aware that this can create a false understanding of access to
water, but having an infinite water source was crucial to balancing our simulation.

4.1.3 Trees
Within the ground boundaries of the simulation we added a functionality to allow trees to
sprout up at random locations that would generate food that the herbivores would need in
order to survive. The trees themselves will not be the source of food the herbivores consume,
but they act as an intermediacy around which clusters of plants will grow that the herbivores
will feed on. We decided that allowing the trees to spawn at random locations would add more
dynamism to the simulation since we wanted the herbivores to live on the entire
environmental surface and not be constantly surrounding a hotspot of trees that would always
spawn at set locations. Making the herbivore food source move made the herbivores move,
which in turn would also make the carnivores move.

Since plants are group-living organisms that compete with each other for vital resources
(Biernaskie, 2018) we wanted to utilize the limited playable area by simulating that the trees
give each other enough room to allow for their clusters of plants to grow. If we had not
randomized the spawn locations of trees it would result in too many clusters of plants
spawning at the same locations, since the trees would spawn at the same general locations
every time. As we created this functionality we became aware that this is a decision that might
be enforcing a perspective of non-competitiveness in biological settings, since there will be no
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scenario in our simulation where trees compete for resources and space to grow.

Some trees can live for thousands of years if they are left undisturbed (Giaimo, 2020), but that
would not be practical for our simulation since it goes against keeping even spacing between
the trees. To aid the observational qualities of the simulation and provide visual feedback to
the player we gave the trees a growth animation that starts with the trees increasing in size
until they reach a set limit, to then after a delay wither and decay after they exceed a set
lifespan. The implementation of the growth cycle can also help the player predict how the
state of the game environment is going to change. Visualising the growth cycle made the
simulation more dynamic as it grew over time. By improving the aesthetic qualities that the
player would face we aim to solidify a feeling of a ‘changing world’.

We discussed the behavior of herbivores needing to migrate to new patches of trees as they
appeared, meaning that one tree would keep supplying food for a few herbivores up until its
decay and then the new location of the next tree that would spawn would force the herbivores
to migrate to that location to have a secure access to food for the duration of the new tree’s
lifespan. When trying out this feature we realized that the game space had to be substantially
larger to account for the roaming behavior of the herbivores and the spacing between the
trees. It was not intuitive to have the herbivores anchored to a tree their entire lives since it
would make them easy targets for the carnivores, and having them roam between trees within
close proximity to each other did not add anything to the observational qualities of the
simulation. Having the herbivores migrate might also imply that they are flock animals like
sheep or deer, so we decided to avoid implementing that behavior since it might cause
apparent correlations. Therefore, we reverted to having the environment be its original size
again which benefited the roaming behavior of the herbivores and made the readability of the
world state easier for the player to observe.

4.1.4 Plants
The herbivores' source of food, the plants, will spawn around the trees as mentioned
previously. These plants are quite simple in regards to both visuals and functionality. The
trees are regulating how many plants are produced, with a set limit that continuously adjusts
the amounts of plants that spawn around each tree. Whenever a plant is eaten by a herbivore
the tree will start the growth of a new plant, that after a while will have grown to size and be
ready to be eaten. To keep the amount of plants from taking over the simulation we found that
five plants per tree was a good limit to have at any time in the simulation, in order to
continuously supply food for the herbivores. The notion that the herbivore’s food source is an
endless resource that is easily obtained might enforce a false image of how and what nature
provides.

We discussed the regulation of plants a lot since the amount would have an impact on the
default state of the simulation. We found that the limitation of only five plants per tree was a
good number in regards to keeping the game space clean. This aimed to achieve better
observation for the player, while still allowing the herbivores to have enough food to let the
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simulation run for a long period of time. We tried an unlimited number of plants at one point,
but apart from cluttering up every available space around the trees it also caused issues with
the other actors. The main problem of having many plants around the trees was that each plant
needs to have a collision geometry for the herbivores to be able to eat them, and that collision
started to interfere with the herbivores’ collision geometry. When a lot of collisions appeared
in the same space it ended up creating some strange results. The herbivores needed to be
quick when eating the plants, otherwise they risked getting stuck if they were positioned
between plants that continuously spawned in around them.

To further aid the observational qualities of the simulation we added visual aspects to the
plants that made them grow when they spawned into the game space, like the trees mentioned
previously. Once they reached their full size, they were ready to be consumed. The timeline
from spawned to fully grown is not long for a plant since they needed to provide food to the
herbivores often.

When a herbivore is eaten, the stomach of the carnivore is completely full. Therefore, it felt
unintuitive that a herbivore would also become completely full just from eating a single plant
since the access to food is uneven. To define the amount of nourishment received from eating
plants we started looking at adding a percentage value for each plant that would fill up the
herbivores’ stomachs. The percentage value proved to be an important factor in balancing the
simulation. We did not want the player to be able to change the environment, but rather focus
on the herbivores and carnivores. With this in mind we tried various percentages to see the
impact of both high and low values. Having a high value resulted in a very passive simulation,
in which its inhabitants consumed food at a low frequency since one consumption gave too
much nourishment and the time between each meal became very long. Whilst having a low
value resulted in a simulation that was very hectic where the herbivores did nothing but
consume food. We needed to find a middle ground where the herbivores required to eat more
frequently than the carnivores but still had time to perform other needs. We found that the
nourishment value of the plants was most effective around thirty percent to allow the
herbivores to be able to do other behaviors and still needing to feed within relatively even
intervals. The nourishment values and the amount of food that satisfies the actors can however
be understood as non-preditoral actors needing to spend more time to achieve basic survival.

4.2 AI Actors (Herbivores and Carnivores)
After the environment was set up we went on to make the two classes of actors that would
populate the simulation; the herbivores and carnivores, henceforth referred to as AI actors
(Artificial Intelligence). We realize that these actors are neither artificial nor intelligent since
they are just digital lines of code executing commands, but since AI is the official word used
in Unreal Engine 4 when creating computer controlled characters we will apply it to this
paper.

In order to create our AI actors we needed to decide which behaviors and appearances they
were going to have. When deciding on what appearances the AI actors would have we knew
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that our choice was going to have a critical impact on the players' understanding of the actors.
Therefore, we decided to set the appearances of the AI actors to one basic geometrical shape
each, which would hopefully mitigate the likelihood of the player making correlations to real
animals. The depiction of the AI actors as geometrical shapes is not trivial because the way
they behave leads to different implementations about what they are, which could impact the
emotional relationship of the players and the way they understand the simulation.

When creating the actors we quickly realized that there can be endless alternative behaviors
implemented such as needs, habits, routines, perceptions, movement, socializing etc. Creating
complicated AI actors would thus both be a time consuming endeavor and make the
interaction in the simulations very intricate. Many behaviors could also generate specific
correlations, since many behaviors have the potential of being recognized as belonging to a
certain type of animal. To facilitate our simulation's needs of clear causes and effects we
decided to only implement behaviors that would benefit the basic survival of each species,
since those needs would be general to most creatures (Tomasko, n.d). We identified these
behaviors as; ageing, drinking, eating, walking, and reproducing.

In addition to their basic shapes, we wanted to dye the actors with colors that contrasted the
environment in order to enhance the observational qualities of the simulation (see Figure 2).
All colors provide some form of correlation for different individuals, so avoiding making any
connections is futile. Therefore, we decided to use colors that Cohen (2012) describes as
generally not preferred by people, as the base for our contrasted template.

Figure 2. Overview of AI actor variations.

4.2.1 Ageing and Death
Giving the AI actors lifecycles was something that would influence the balance of the system
and help achieve a dynamic simulation. Not having the actors being able to age and die would
diminish the dynamisms as the carnivores would only increase in numbers and eventually eat
all herbivores. The functionality came down to balancing the system with implementing
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ageing even though this might imply ageism as the first generation of actors needed to be
removed to allow actors of the new generation to survive. However, what caused the deaths of
the actors needed to be considered. We knew from the Lotka-Volterra equation that the
carnivores would prey on the herbivores, thus killing the herbivores. But what kills the
carnivores? To answer this question we constructed a set of conditions that we applied to both
AI actors, which would regulate the survival of their species in the simulation.

Age was a common factor that we had already established to be important, that eventually
would kill any AI actor in the simulation after they exceeded their maximum lifespan. Just as
with the trees, the ageing process of the AI actors was visualized through a growth cycle
where the actors started out as small when they were spawned and eventually grew to their
full sizes. The other factors for survival were based on the basic animal needs for water and
food (Tomasko, n.d). Upon failing to receive sustenance for an extended period of time the AI
actors will fall prey to either dehydration or starvation, or both. In order for us to maintain the
state of equilibrium, this meant that there could not be too many herbivores alive at the same
time, due to the limited supply of plants. If some of the herbivores did not have access to
plants due to overpopulation they would starve. The carnivores ensured that parts of the
herbivore population were kept in check, but if their supply of food was too big it would
result in having too many carnivores spawning. When the carnivores would reach a large
population they would be forced to hunt the herbivores to extinction in order to feed
themselves. However, once the herbivores went extinct, the carnivores were soon to follow.
Therefore, regulating the access to food played a key part in the simulation of perceived
equilibrium. To keep the balance from spiraling out of control we implemented a low chance
for the AI actors to drop feces after they had eaten, and have their carcasses decompose after
their death (see Figure 3). Together, the feces and decomposing carcasses fertilized the
ground, and when an area was sufficiently fertilized it would sprout a new tree. From death,
life followed.

Figure 3. Carcass and feces slowly decompose.
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We discussed other events that could cause death that would add more complexity to the
system, such as diseases or miscarriage, but we decided against implementing such events
since it would cause the simulation to become unpredictable and difficult for the player to
observe effectively.

4.2.2 Drinking
Making the AI actors able to drink water required four steps to be executed. First, the need to
drink had to be triggered. To meet this need we made a function that continuously decreased
an artificial water reservoir inside the actors’ bodies. When the actors only had a set limit of
water left they required drinking to refill their reservoir. The next step requires the AI actors
to locate the water source that exists in the game space. We decided to use the sense of sight
as their dominant perception. Only representing sight as a dominant sense might be
insensitive towards vision impaired people, but implementing several senses into the
simulation would make the balancing process less manageable. Therefore, we decided to use
sight since it was the simplest perception to implement in the game engine. The AI actor
would thus rotate until the water source caught their eye. After an actor located the water
source, the next step was for the actor to move to the source. Reaching the water source would
activate the final step, where the actor would consume water until it had completely refilled
their reservoir.

We decided to make the drinking behavior as simple and straightforward as possible since it
made the balancing process more manageable. How the AI actors proceeded to search for and
walk to the water source was also a product of technical limitations, since programming other
walking patterns than the actors simply walking in a straight line to the single water source in
the center of the game space was beyond our knowledge. However, the process of actually
drinking the water required us to try a few iterations of different methods and values. First we
tried a variant where the AI actor only consumed a small amount of water per visit to prevent
actors clotting around the water source. This proved to be a counteractive design choice since
it had the opposite effect of what we wanted. Instead of actors frequenting the water source
less, the AI actors became very centralized around that particular source, since they were
required to visit it much more often. When all the AI actors were constantly surrounding the
water source it became difficult to keep track of which actors performed which actions, and
since we wanted the player to observe more than just herbivores and carnivores flocking
around the water source we decided to let the AI actors remain at the water source until they
drank enough to fill their need. Completely refilling their internal water reservoirs allowed the
actors time to perform more behaviors than just drinking.

4.2.3 Eating
The AI actors' eating behavior shares many similarities with the process of the drinking
behavior. To eat, an actor needs to execute the same four steps. They need to get hungry,
locate a food source, move to that source, and finally consume the food. An AI actor
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becoming hungry functions the same way as them becoming thirsty, through artificial
containers inside their bodies that continuously deplete. When a set limit is reached, the actor
needs to eat. To locate a food source the actor will also use their sight to target the food source
closest to them, and then walk to it. While the herbivores consume plants to satisfy their
hunger values, the carnivore will consume the herbivores.

We iterated a lot on how the AI actors target their food sources since we had some issues
making the herbivores and carnivores find their optimal source of food. We settled on the idea
that the AI should try to access the food that is closest to them. The need for this became
apparent when we saw carnivores running past several herbivores to reach the one they tunnel
visioned on that was far away, which felt unintuitive since it sometimes resulted in the
carnivore not reaching their target in time before they died of starvation. Having the actors
target their closest food source made for more interesting and predictable behavior patterns
amongst the AI that aimed to solidify the feeling that all actors in the simulation live there in
coexistence, which improved the observational qualities.

4.2.4 Walking
Before we introduced the behavior of walking, the AI actors would stand still after eating or
drinking until they got hungry or thirsty again. We wanted the simulation to feel more
dynamic which led us to create a roaming behavior that allows the actors to walk around
randomly when all other needs are satisfied. As soon as another behavior is triggered, the
walking behavior will instantly be overwritten and aborted. While this is a simple mechanic it
made the simulation a lot more interesting to observe as it would make the AI actors inhabit
the entirety of the environment. This felt more intuitive.

4.2.5 Reproduction
To make sure the simulation would continue to run and evolve over time we needed a way for
the AI actors to reproduce. Otherwise, the player would not be able to see the effects of their
interaction in the long run and there would be nothing but trees and plants left in the
simulation after the first generation of AI actors died. There are different ways the actors can
die and thus be removed from the simulation, but we still needed to figure out a readable way
to add new actors to the simulation that did not amount to the player forcefully needing to
spawn them in.

Much like eating and drinking, both the herbivores and carnivores needed to perform several
steps to complete the reproduction behavior. Firstly, the AI actors needed to locate a ‘partner’
to reproduce with. For an actor to be eligible as a reproductive partner we decided to add
several conditions. An actor that is ready to reproduce can not be suffering from starvation or
dehydration and they need to have reached a mature age. We decided upon these conditions
after seeing actors die of starvation or dehydration just after reproducing, which meant that
the actors prioritized reproduction over their own survival. It also felt unintuitive that actors
targeted a newly spawned actor who would then reproduce to create a new actor of the same
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size as them.

When an actor is looking for a partner, that proposed partner needs to be of the same actor
class. The herbivores can thus only reproduce with herbivores and carnivores can only
reproduce with carnivores. Making a herbivore find a herbivore and a carnivore find a
carnivore felt intuitive to have as part of the design, since it solidified an understanding of the
AI actors as different species. At first, all AI actors were made red, but in order to visualize an
understanding of how the actors’ reproductive behaviors would work we decided to
implement an additional color for the appearance of some AI actors. When reproducing, the
actors would look for another actor of their same class, but of a different color. Accordingly,
when an AI actor spawns they have an equal probability of either being colored red or yellow.
Otherwise, the player would not be able to see what actors would be able to reproduce with
one another. The proposed actor thus needs to be of a different color variation than the actor
who is looking to reproduce with it. Therefore, a red herbivore for example has to locate a
yellow herbivore (see Figure 4). This strongly implies assumptions of heteronormativity in
our simulation, but by enforcing a predictive behavior where the player more easily can read
what actors will target each other we aimed to increase the observational qualities of the
system.

As a final condition, we established that the proposed reproductive partner should not have
recently reproduced and spawned another actor. This last condition was implemented because
we noticed that when several actors marked the same actor as a reproductive partner they
would all walk to that actor in rapid succession and spawn new actors every time they
collided, so a way to control the flow of new actors was needed for the equilibrium not to be
disrupted. When the actors were able to reproduce straight after just having reproduced, we
had unintentionally created a baby factory that spawned new actors every single frame, since
the same two actors who reproduced with each other would keep reproducing until one of
them had more concerings behaviors to take care of. This in turn would cause the other one to
locate a new partner and start the factory's production line again. While this provided a
humorous effect it was not practical since it immediately spawned countless actors into the
simulation as soon as two actors started reproducing, which was impossible to balance.
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Figure 4. Actors reproducing.

4.2.6 Fleeing
A behavior we wanted to implement was fleeing, but we needed to disregard it due to the time
limitation of this project. We discussed implementing fleeing as a behavior that would solidify
the understanding of a predator and prey atmosphere in the simulation. Upon being targeted
for consumption by a carnivore, the herbivore would then flee in the opposite direction of
their hunter. Implementing a fleeing behavior meant that the carnivores were not always
certain to catch their prey, which would have had some interesting effects to the overall
dynamic aspects and the outcome of the simulation. To govern the impact of the fleeing
behavior, the player would thus have been able to adjust movement based variables of the AI
actors, that would have added even more engagement and opportunity for self-directed
learning outcomes. Unfortunately, we needed to exclude fleeing in the interest of time.

4.3 Player Interaction
The final practice in the production of our eco-adapted system was to determine which of the
AI actors’ variables the player could change to impact the course of the simulation. Based on
the established behaviors of the AI actors, we determined that being able to change the rate of
how quickly they age, how old they can get, and how often they require sustenance would all
be important factors for the player to manipulate the outcome of the simulation. We also
discussed if it would be beneficial to implement a changeable reproduction rate for the AI
actors since reproduction is another behavior they exhibit. However, since age, thirst and
hunger already regulate the reproductive behavior it would be contradictory to alter a behavior
that was already being altered from changes made to the other variables. As mentioned
previously, whenever a player alters a variable it affects all AI actors of the same class, so the
behavior of either all the herbivores or all the carnivores are altered to help solidify the
perception of systemic change. The player can therefore select what species they want to
make changes to, which toggles a simple control panel where they can add or subtract values
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to the governing variables (see Figure 5). As changes are made, the numbers on the control
panel are updated in real time to provide visual feedback to the player, and the numbers will
stay that way until altered again. Even new AI actors that are spawned into the world will
inherit the altered behaviors of their “parents”, which ensure that the entire species will evolve
as the player experiments with the values.

Figure 5. Display of player control panels.

Promoting experimentation required the simulation to provide clear feedback of the impact
caused by the interactions of the player, but the changes should not be able to completely ruin
the balance of the simulation with just one press of a button. Therefore, countermeasures
needed to be implemented in the event of the player for example completely wiping out a
species by accident. The most straightforward solution to the simulation reaching unwanted
outcomes for the player was to implement an unconditional reset button, that completely
resets the simulation to its original state when pressed. A reset button promotes
experimentation by providing quick access to a clean slate where the player can start fresh
when trying to reach their set goal, and the presence of this button can also inform the player
that such an option is available which might encourage them to try it. Another implemented
countermeasure we created entailed the ability of letting the player spawn new AI actors into
the simulation if they would want to. If a player realizes that the simulation is going in a
direction they want to avoid, or if they have already made a lot of changes to the governing
variables and want to see them take effect on a larger scale, they can spawn in new actors to
try and alter the course of the simulation. The ability to spawn new AI actors also allows for
more experimentation options since the player can decide the starting population of either
species, or change it as the simulation progresses.

4.3.1 Ageing Rate
Being able to alter the rate at which the AI actor's age was something that had a lot of impact
on the outcome of the simulation, which was why we chose this variable to be changeable.
Being able to set the maximum age of the AI actors also paired well with being able to change
the rate at which they aged. Making an AI actor reach a mature age and live longer would
cause it to reproduce more during its lifetime, which meant that having an adjustable ageing
rate was one of the direct variables that controlled the amount of new actors that would spawn
in the simulation. As an example, lowering the ageing rate would not only make the AI actors
have more time to reproduce, but they would also be alive longer and thus contribute to the
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increased population of their species.

Since reaching a mature age was a part of the reproductional conditions, we wanted the player
to be able to change this variable to increase or decrease the rate at which new actors spawn.
If a player wants to produce more actors quickly but not have the population increase too fast,
they can adjust the maximum age of their actors as a countermeasure to compensate for
potentially dramatic value changes. Therefore, if the player wanted to have a fast
reproductional population they could increase the ageing rate for the actors to faster reach a
mature age, and also increase the maximum age of those actors to counteract the event of
them dying from old age fast. The ageing rate of an actor also determines how quickly that
actor grows, which was a factor that contributed to the observational and experimental aspects
of the simulation.

4.3.2 Thirst and Hunger Rates
When implementing thirst and hunger rates as changeable variables, we discussed in what
way this change would impact the actors. Initially we thought of increasing or decreasing the
maximum capacity of food and water an AI could accumulate and store inside their bodies, as
a lower or larger quantity of sustenance would mean less or more frequent visits to the water
and food sources. However, visualizing the change of the actor's physical attributes was a
difficult task since it proved hard to keep track of whether a growth cycle was triggered by
age or an increase to the maximum sustenance capacity of the actor. Changing the behavior by
altering the intervals at which the actors required sustenance instead of just growing in size
caused a more dynamic effect to the simulation as the actors were required to look for water
and food in the environment more or less frequently due to their altered behavioral thirst and
hunger rates. Another issue with the capacity of sustenance was that the amount of food and
water consumed would need to be altered to match the potentially endless storage capacities
of the actors, which meant that the environment itself would need to contain changeable
variables.

Changing the thirst and hunger rates made it so that the AI actors would look for sustenance
more actively when increased, and less actively when decreased. It provided clear
observational qualities to the player and conveyed a direct link between cause and effect. By
altering this behavior the player could effectively speed up or slow down the frequency of
movement in the simulation.

4.4 Design Summary
In this section we will summarize what our simulated eco-adapted system consists of.

Our environment consists of a small flat game space with clear borders and an infinite water
source in the middle. Trees appear randomly in the game space with some distance between
them. The trees will grow and eventually wither and die, meaning they will be removed from
the simulation. While the trees live, plants will spawn around them which keeps a set supply
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of food continuously available for the herbivores. When a plant is eaten, a new one will
spawn shortly.

AI actors spawn in the simulation with basic geometrical shapes that appear as either red or
yellow in color. These actors have growth and life cycles and will eventually die by reaching
their maximum age, which removes them from the simulation. Besides ageing, the actors'
behaviors include drinking, eating, walking, and reproducing. When the actors get thirsty they
will locate the water source, walk to it and drink until they have completely stilled their thirst.
If the actors do not reach the water source before becoming completely dehydrated they will
die. The same rules govern their eating behavior. When the actors get hungry they will locate
the closest food source, walk to it and eat it to clear their hunger. If the AI actor does not get
access to food in time they will die from starvation. When the AI actors are not thirsty or
hungry they roam around randomly in the environment.

When the actors reach their mature age they can start reproducing, by finding another actor of
their same class with a different colour. The proposed partners must not be starving or
dehydrated and also need to be of mature age in order to be eligible for reproduction. Once
the proposed actors have identified each other, they walk to one another and reproduce, which
spawns a new actor of that class that inherits the variable values of the actors who spawned it.
After a new actor is spawned, the actors who spawned it will need to wait a while before they
can reproduce again.

After eating, the actors have a chance to drop feces which will decompose into the ground.
When the actors die they will leave behind a carcass that also decomposes into the ground.
Both the carcass and the feces fertilize the ground which can result in new trees appearing.

The player can toggle control panels for both the herbivores and carnivores where they can
increase or decrease the thirst, hunger, and ageing rates of the actors as well as set the actors
maximum ages. Any changes made to the behaviors of the actors affects the entire species of
that class. If the player wants to start the simulation from its original point they can activate
the reset button, and if the player wants to spawn in new AI actors of either class they can
click their respective spawn actor buttons.
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5 Discussion
Using the theoretical framework presented previously will allow us to discuss how we
designed to allow for experimentation and to promote self-directed learning.

5.1 Environment
By creating a small, flat game space with clear borders we open up the simulation to be easy
to observe for the player. Regardless of how many actors are spawned or how many changes
are made to their variables, it all happens in the same area so that the player can focus their
attention on the play space in front of them. We hope this solidifies a safe space where the
players can perform their experiments. However, a simple environment like ours has its
advantages and disadvantages. While it creates a space for clear observation, it might not be
the most visually appealing simulation to engage with for an extended period of time. When
playtesting the simulation on our own, we quickly found that the basic shapes and limited
variation of colors became mundane. It became clear that where our simulation performed
well in observational aspects, it underperformed in entertaining aspects. In our opinion, the
underperforming entertainment was due to the simulation feeling repetitive and simple to the
point that it became unimaginative. With the implementation of animated growth cycles for
the trees and plants we hope to create a feeling of dynamism that aids in the understanding of
the simulation as changing over time, and the animated growth cycles also help make the
simulation more visually engaging. Making the animations more advanced could possibly
increase the entertainment value, but that would not benefit the functionality more than the
animations we already provide.

By going back to the characteristics presented by Zap & Code (2009) of what makes a video
game environment ideal for self-regulating purposes, we can conclude that the environment
we have created allows for repetitive and adaptive interaction. The cycle of the simulation has
a repetitive pattern that allows it to run for a long period of time while always maintaining
some level of balance, and it is also adaptive since the player has the ability to modify how
the outcome of the simulation will evolve through their interactions. An unplanned benefit of
the simplicity the environment provides is that the simulation is not very graphically
demanding, which increases its accessibility since anyone can play around with it regardless
of technical computer limitations.

5.2 AI Actors
By choosing a very simplistic approach with the visual aspects of the AI actors, we actively
try to stay away from making correlations to specific real life animals that can influence the
players' understanding of the actors. Just as with the environment, letting the character be
composed of basic geometrical shapes and simple colors compromises the entertaining
aspects of the simulation in favor of self-directed learning opportunities. Even though it
would have been more engaging to interact with fully fleshed out actors with personalities and
diversities, we still feel like the player can recognize the simulation as an adaptation inspired
by a real life ecosystem context. However, the players might be also able to clearly tell that it
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is adapted in a way to purposefully avoid providing information that can have clear
correlations to real life. If we manage to make the players reflect on why the actors are
purposefully basic we will have activated an opportunity where self-directed learning can
occur. By not pushing a rhetoric argument we also avoid setting designer influenced learning
goals for the players as they experiment with our system. Instead, we try to leave as much
space as possible for the players' own imaginations and interpretations without them being
forced to follow a designer's view, which will allow the players to make their own
understanding of what the actors are and how their world should work.

When the behaviors of the AI actors are kept on a fundamental basis we aim to minimize the
likelihood of the player not knowing what effects were caused by which cause, and that
contributed to the clarity we sought to create in our cause and effects relations. Having the AI
be able to age, drink, eat, walk, and reproduce satisfies the relations we wanted in our
simulation. Including other behaviors could have improved the overall dynamic of the
simulation, and might have been something that would consequently improve the entertaining
qualities of it. However, no further behaviors are coded than the ones relating to the basic
needs. Herding, as mentioned previously, was one behavior that would have been an
alternative way for herbivores to locate food, but it has correlation problems and required a
larger environment. When reflecting on the additional behaviors brought up previously such
as herding or diseases, we concluded that these might have made the simulation more
dynamic, but they would not have effectively promoted self-directed learning for the player.
We found the behaviors of our actors to be effective due to their simplicity. Instead of doing
something that would confuse the player, we made simple and fundamental behaviors that aim
to create an interesting simulation for a player to both observe and interact with.

Designing a system that promotes experimentation and self-directed learning requires us to
focus on making the observable results dynamic and easy to understand, and to achieve those
results we believe the behaviors that our AI actors perform to be sufficient. Having a few
basic animal needs represented through the behaviors of the actors means that even when
changing just one variable slightly you can observe the change that follows, and you will be
able to predict what the effect will be. If the relations between the behaviors are more
complex it might prove harder for the player to understand the cause and effect relations, thus
limiting their understanding of what experimentations cause the outcome of a situation in their
instanced simulation.

5.3 Player Interaction
When designing around the player's interaction we knew that it would be the part where
self-directed learning opportunities can arise the most. As the players run the simulation, they
are not met with any learning goals, which might even cause them to be a bit confused.
However, as they explore the game they will soon discover the control panels. Consequently,
we hope that they will realize that they are in control of the variables of the actors they can
see on their screen. They might also try the buttons that allow them to spawn in new actors or
reset the simulation, which can inform their understanding of how they can interact with the
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simulation. That said, there are not many things for the players to do, but with this simple rule
set the players might understand how to affect the system by the limits of their interactions.
What the players want to do with that control is up to them, and in the moment where the
players reflect on what they want to change in the simulation they will be setting goals for
themselves. When the players then start executing their actions they can experience how their
interactions alter the behaviors of the actors, which may cause the player to want to find ways
to get the simulation to achieve different outcomes.

By adjusting rates to alter the behaviors of the AI actors we aim to make the player want to try
different combinations to see if they are able to reach different outcomes. Resetting the
simulation allows for and promotes the players retrying their efforts if the simulation heads in
unwanted directions. Spawning new actors gives the player the ability to try out different
starting positions for the actors, or allows them to change the relationships between the actors
as they go. Visualizing the altered data with numbers on the screen can help the player keep
track of what rates they have changed, and how much. When observing the outcome of the
simulation the player could thus refer to the numbers in the control panel and can see what
combinations have resulted in the current effects. Together, all these factors make up the
self-directed learning environment of our simulation.

In essence, what the player will do is press buttons and observe the events that unfold, which
might not be very exciting in terms of entertaining gameplay. In terms of functionality
however, the player interactions make the simulation dynamic and gradually evolving. If the
players would have altered the behaviors of the AI actors through a more convenient slider for
example, the possibility of maintaining a stable system would disappear since you can make
drastic changes instantly that would upset the balance quickly. At that point it would be
difficult for the player to understand what value of the variable that disrupted the balance. A
slider is also limited to the values between two points, whereas buttons allow you to
potentially increase or decrease rates infinitely. However, players still have the chance to do
drastic changes by pressing buttons, but it would require a lot of presses, so having the rates
change through buttons makes the balance of the simulation less fragile. We created the
system this way to put more emphasis on self-directed learning in regards to players being
able to make changes and then observe and evaluate the outcome as the simulation plays. The
changeable variables thus impact the simulation in ways that lead to scenarios where
self-directed learning can occur. Since most of the behaviors the AI actors have in some ways
are dependent on each other the events in the simulation will change gradually whenever a
change is made, which prevents the simulation from breaking from just a single change of a
variable.

Improvements to the prototype can be made by providing more information to the players in
the form of predictive data. This would allow the players to make more informed decisions
instead of needing to rely on visual observation to see the effects of the changes.
Implementing such a feature would require setting up advanced mathematical models that
calculate all the data of the simulation and presenting it in an easily readable way. We did not
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have the time or technical knowledge to implement this into our simulation, but we would
have liked to have it as a part of the prototype. Theoretically, visualizing predictive data of the
interactions the players make would increase the self-directed learning opportunities the
simulation provides by allowing the players to more effectively see how their combinations
will affect the outcome in the long run, which could allow the player to adapt their input
accordingly.

Having the players be able to alter the variables governing the environment was another thing
we experimented with on a hypothetical level throughout the design process. We did however
conclude that this might result in problems when observing the cause and effects relations of
the simulation, since it would have become more difficult for the player to keep track of their
interactions and also understand what interactions cause which development. This feature
could however be viable if we expanded more on the predictional data mechanics mentioned
above, which would aid in the readability of complicated interactions. In the end, to promote
self-directed learning and experimentation we kept the actions the players can perform simple,
with the goal of making it easy for them to interact with the simulation and understand the
results of those interactions.
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6 Conclusion

In this paper we set out to answer the following questions:

● What design pillars does a game system that applies the principles of self-directed
learning need to follow?

○ How can these pillars be applied to the game system’s design?

We used a theoretical framework based on procedural rhetorics and self-directed learning in
video games to inform our design process when creating an eco-adapted game system that
promotes self-directed learning and experimentation opportunities. To this end, we identified
the major design pillars that were needed when creating our simulation:

● Activate Participation, to engage the player by allowing them to experiment with
different perspectives and the game state.

● Avoid Correlating Rhetorical Arguments, to not influence players as they set their own
goals when playing in an informal setting.

● Provide Observational Clarity, to let players learn how the actions they perform affect
the actors and events in the game system.

● Enable Trial and Error, to give players time to explore multiple approaches in a safe
environment where they can fail and try again without penalties.

First we identified the importance of activating participation. We applied this as a tool by
allowing the player to take an experimental approach when affecting the game state through
experimentations with cause and effect relations in an eco-adapted setting. By controlling one
species at the time to change their behavior, we strived to achieve something similar to a
butterfly effect.

Secondly, to avoid correlating rhetorical arguments we aimed to allow the player to make
their own understanding of the game system in order for them to set their own learning goals.
By setting clear borders in our limited game space we simplified the environment and its
inhabitants to have simple shapes and animations. By not providing interpretations of the
actors the players can develop their own understanding of how the system works and what
they want to do with it.

Thirdly, when providing observational clarity we applied visual feedback as numerical
statistics on the screen for each AI actor class to try to give the player an understanding of the
current values affecting the behaviors of the actors. To engage in self-directed learning, the
player needs to understand what results the actions they perform cause, so the environment
should aim to respond dynamically to these changes over time while not feeling unintuitive.
Through gradual changes, the balance of our simulation seeks to solidify an understanding of
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the relationships between the actors as ever evolving.

Finally, it was important to manifest opportunities for trial and error where the player can try
different outcomes without permanent penalties. Through accessible controls the player can
be encouraged to fail, and try again. The implementation of measures and countermeasures
aims to put the player in control of the simulation with the goal of allowing them to freely try
any approach as they shape the behaviors of the AI actors.

As future research it would be interesting to measure the self-directed learning results of
players who play our simulation, as a way to analyze the effectiveness of games promoting
self-directed learning. When creating our simulation we realized that entertainment was
compromised in favor of observational qualities, and so it would be interesting to compare the
level of player engagement in games that are meant to promote self-directed learning and
games that are not. Are there any benefits to making games specifically for self-directed
learning purposes or do video games in general inherit similar opportunities? By analyzing
similarities or dissimilarities of how player’s construct relationships between the actors in our
simulation you could also study what values players incorporate into their experimentations.
What values do players implement when creating their versions of how a simulated world
should work?
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